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CHAPTER I

THE ISSUE AND TERMINOLOGY

The writer, having an interest in wrought ironwork, feels
a definite need for studying this art, which is becoming as pristine as
the old ti.me blacksmith.

The machine age and the forty-hour work

week have reduced artisans of wrought ironwork to the few fortunate
enough to work as apprentices in this skill. Reading can create an
interest and respect for the skill of the crafts.man, but understanding
and appreciation may be gained only through practice by the novice.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study
(1) to show ornamentation as it is applied to utilitarian wrought .ironwork, (2) to illustrate ornamentation in wrought ironwork, (3) to
evidence the use of early American wrought iron, (4) to establish a
background of early American wrought iron, and (5) to present ideas
on ornamentation of wrought iron for metal working students.

Importance of the study. A historically significant part of
this country 1 s growth depended upon iron to satisfy the need for tools,
weapons" and .materials.

The working of iron also gave so.me aesthetic
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satisfaction.

Through advancing metalurgical processing of ferrous

metals., the whole industrial revolution evolved.

The advancement of

civilization across the United States proceeded at a rate greatly
dependent upon iron.

Iron manufacturing has progressed from hand

processing to a large., complex., impersonal .industry.
cessing of iron was very personal.

The hand pro-

The smith made the ironwork to

fit the purpose, utilizing skill and his knowledge of des.ign and ornament.

The product of his forge, a personal satisfaction, was valued

highly by the clientele as well as by present society for its aesthetic
qualities and historical significance.

Throughout this study., the

application of skill and creativity w.ill distinguish the craftsman in
ornamental wrought .ironwork.

II.

LIM! TA TIONS

The field of .ironwork envelops many processes and uses.
For this reason., the study was narrowed to ornamentation in wrought
iron.

The wrought ironwork discussed in this study will be restricted

to that which was hand forged.

Further limitations will confine the

study to early American wrought ironwork., with slight mention of its
European counterparts for clarification or definition purposes.

3

III.

DEFINITIONS

The purpose of defining terms used in this study was to
further limit its scope and to clarify the subject.

Defining the follow-

ing terms will enable the reader to understand wrought ironwork as it
is further developed and illustrated.

Ornament. As defined by Webster (23), an ornament is
"anything serving to adorn; decoration; embellishment." As used in
this study it will be anything added to metal work beyond its utilitarian
or functional use.

Ironwork.

Webster (23) defines this as "articles or parts

made of iron." It will be confined to articles or parts made of wrought
iron.

Wrought iron.

The first meaning of this term develops from

hammering and working metal in the process of refining it to its eventual employment.

The second meaning refers to the shaping., hammer-

ing., and fashioning of the processed bar as it was worked into its
final practical., utilitarian, or decorative shape.

Utilitarian.

Webster (23) defines it as

II

stressing the impor-

tance of utility over beauty or other considerations. 11 In this study it
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will be considered as the original or intended practical use of an
object.

Usually ornamentation has been incorporated for its eye

appeal.

Early American. As used in this investigation, this refers
to the time from the colonization of America to the .middle eighteen
hundreds.

CHAPTER II

HIS TORY OF IRON

There are no records to indicate the first use of iron by
man.

Arthur Bining1 in an article "Birth of an Industry.. 11 states:
The history of iron making is an important part of the
history of mankind. While the origin of the use of iron is lost
in antiquity.. early men in some parts of the world made objects
of worship and even crude tools from pieces of meteoric iron.,
which were considered to be gifts from gods (2:12).
There is no authentic account of the first actual refining of

iron. As was already stated., the "gift from gods" was meteoric iron.
This iron is relatively pure and does not need to be refined or processed.

Early man could use this metal as they found it to make their

crude tools and objects of worship.

Bining theorizes further as to how

early man discovered a way to process the ore and make iron:
Possibly it was after great forest fires that primitive man
discovered that heated metals could be shaped into articles he
needed. More probably metal working had its origin in the
domestic fires of the Neolithic Age. Iron ore--always found in
combination with other elements- -may have been reduced to
metal when by chance it formed part of the stones which
enclosed the fires (2:12-13).

In the fifteenth century before Christ, it was recorded that a
forest fire on the island of Crete led the people of that island to discover
that ores there would make iron (17:13).
Iron ore is found almost anywhere on the earth's crust but
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very rarely in its pure state.

Russell Smith1 in his book The Story of

Iron and Steel1 gives this account of the formation of ore in deposits:
The chief condition which contributes to make available this
wide spread but unusable stock of iron is the fact that it is
soluble in water. • • • For unknown .millions of years the rain
has been falling upon the hillsides 1 taking a minute quantity of
iron into solution and carrying it away to the sea and burying it
beyond the reach of man. In all ages conditions arise here and
there which cause the water to drop .its iron. We then have the
conditions for the formation of the ore iron upon which the
industry rests. Certain lakes throughout many parts of the
world possess minute organisms having the power to cause iron
in the water to be deposited on the bottom of the bog or lake in
the form of a fine powder. This is called bog ore. • • (17:3-4).
There are other causes for the deposition of iron mainly in
their soluble form in water; however 1 the making of .iron is the important thing for man.

Since the discovery of iron, man has contrived

many ways of extracting the iron from .its ore.

The refining of iron

originated in the most primitive campfire and has since developed into
the complex industry known today.
Wrought iron is one of the products of refining the iron ore.
In "Tough Old Trouper1

"

Arthur Bining characterizes the metal as

follows:
A bar of it has glass-like fibers running through its length-fibers made up of the slag liberated from iron when it is refined.
It is from these fibers that wrought iron gets its resistance to
corrosion, impact and vibration (3:8).
Because wrought iron has this resistance to corrosion 1 many fine works
are still in good condition.

One reason it is so resistant to corrosion is
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that the bars of iron were hammered from crude ingots, and in the long
process of forging, the metal became very dense, especially the outside.

This density kept the metal from rusting (9:12).
Many pieces of wrought iron., having served their utilitarian

purpose, are now found in museums.

Here they will be kept as examples

of ornament and craftsmanship, depicting the era in which they were
wrought.
The smithy or blacksmith of this wrought ironwork was perhaps one of the most important men in the community.
most of the ironwork needed in a village.

The smith did

He generally had a helper

or an apprentice to heat the metal, light the forge, and swing the
sledge.
The smith had a vast variety of tools, each one for some
particular phase of ironwork.

The principal tools were the anvil, the

hammers, sledges, tongs, flatters., fullers, swages., punches, heading
tools, and hardies (See Figure 1).
The forging of fine wrought iron involves the skill and judgement of experience.

Gerald Geerlings, in his book Wrought Iron in

Architecture., says:
The mediaeval craftsman obtained his ingots in crudely
shaped miscellaneous forms. From these he beat out the rods
or plates according to his needs. The ideal of the mediaeval
craftsman in producing a bar or rod was to beat it until it was

------

~

q H~rdie.

~
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FIGURE 1
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perfectly round., square or whatever shape he desired. The
truer the edges and the fewer the flaws., the better the piece of
craftsmanship. It was a tedious process from the rough-> crude
ingot to the finished bar (9:11).
The properties of wrought iron are such that it can be worked very
little while it is cold without splitting or cracking; it must be heated to
a high temperature to be worked.
arm and hammer1 s length.

All the s.mithst forging is done at an

The iron is either held by tongs or by hand;

it has to be worked rapidly in a carefully planned and executed manner
while the metal is at a light yellow heat., or a highly plastic state.
"The normal process of production of fine .ironwork calls for the use of
stock slightly over the finished size" (14: 139). During the forging of
metal., for every blow delivered to the top of the iron, the anvil leaves
its imprint on the opposite side: consequently., the smith has to measure
each blow in a manner which will not destroy the results of the former.
Worked with the care and understanding of the master craftsman, the
iron shows no unnecessary scars or misshapen sections, but flows
gracefully in the finished contour with complements of gleaming highlights and dark shades as described by Geerlings:
Wrought iron has all the variations in color that lie between
jet-black and silver. Its high-lights change like those of panne
velvet when you turn it. Its texture has a human quality., full of
ups and downs (9: 9).
Wrought ironwork., because of its decorative qualities., strength->
durability., and comparative cheapness of metal is one of the most applicable metals in the applied arts (10:137).

CHAPTER III

EARLY AMERICAN WROUGHT IRON

Very little early American wrought iron., a product wrought
by the smiths from the coloniz.ing of America to the middle eighteen
hundreds, has survived the test of time.

The reason for this is not

that it rusted away or deteriorated but that events in the progress of
any fast growing nation take their toll upon entities of the past.

The

re.modeling and tearing down of houses has brought about a considerable
amount of destruction of early American wrought iron.
of its use has in part caused much of its destruction.

The versatility
Alson Dees

writes of the destruction in Charleston:
No doubt a fair number of iron gates and fences existed
before 1740 which were destroyed in that conflagration, as well
as a great many which, created subsequently, were destroyed
in the fires of 1778 or later years. A certain number must have
been melted down for .military purposes during the American
Revolution; there is a tradition that much of the old wrought
.iron was used as .material for horseshoes for draught and riding
animals of the Continental forces.. Several wooden gates now in
existence are of 18th or early 19th century design, and may well
be substitutes for iron ones removed during the struggle (8:13).
The above are only a few of the many reasons for the relative scarcity
of any ear],.y American ironwork.

The wrought iron items remaining

are generally found in private collections and .museums.
The authenticity of American wrought iron was not always
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established.

This is for several reasons: (1) very few early smiths

dated or initialed their work; (2) as the first people arrived from the
old country., they had to bring with them all of the iron for their dwellings; (3) as the demand for wrought iron hardware increased., it was
augmented from time to time from the mother country; and (4) local
smiths carried on the fashions and traditions they had learned in the
old country.

This is explained by Martin Briggs in The Homes of the

Pilgrim Fathers in America:
But the simple ironwork required for their doors and windows may be taken as typical of much other craftsmanship. In
the first fierce years of the settlement., all hinges and handles
and locks had to be brought from home., as appears from early
writers. • • • Thirty or forty years after the Mayflower
landing, the first iron foundry was established in New England,.
but smiths were imported from the mother-country; so the
English tradition continued to be followed closely, and the
beautiful examples. • • from the early homes of Connecticut
resemble in every respect the fine contemporary specimens
in the Victoria and Albert Museum (5:180).
"It would be of interest to know whether America came to be

termed the 1 Melting-pot 1 of the world because of her ironwork" (9: 143).
Much of early American wrought iron resembles very closely that of
European countries.

New Orleans., settled by the Spanish and French,

shows the effects of the smiths 1 old country ironwork training as does
Charleston, Mobile., and Savannah with the settlement of the French
and Germans.

The Germans are also noted for their ironwork in

settlements in Pennsylvania.

The English left their mark upon the
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New England wrought iron.
degrees.

Others could be mentioned to lesser

Geerlings feels., however., that even though most of the

American iron shows European parentage., it does not condense into
well defined design forms (9: 143).
As was mentioned previously., all the iron was brought into
America because no ironworks had yet been established in this country.

Practical items were a necessity.

shipped from the mother country.

Consequently., they had to be

The rapid expansion of America

called for local smiths to forge practical items that were in great
demand.

"Invention in ornament was slow and the rigors of early

American life seemed to emphasize the need for strictly functional
designs.

• • • when the back-country smith used ornament it had to

be inherent or very quickly applied" (16:4).
The early need of practical .items was witnessed in the
Theophilus Eaton inventory of 1657 in New England. As in other inventories., the greatest quantity of wrought ironwork was kitchen utensils.
These inventories included andirons., tongs., pokers., and complete
fireplace equipment (7: 34).
Albert A. Brandt., in an article "Pioneers 1 Pot Luck.," also
stresses the importance of practical items:
The most precious possession of the pioneer women who
helped colonize America was likely not to be a mirror or jewel
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or a dress with buttons and bows, but an iron cooking pot

(4:7).
Such items were willed from generation to generation.
A great deal of the early wrought iron was devoted to houses,
barns., farm wagons., and sleds.

Most of the work was simple and

practical. Hinges., door hardware., and fireplace equipment exemplified iron for the house.

The wagons at times had decorative hinges

and hasps on the wagon box. In towns and cities., smiths had more time
to spec.ialize in the decoration of wrought iron.

This is amply shown

in intricate fences., railings., balconies., and foot scrapers.
In all probability., life centered about the fireplace of the

early American home.
definite functions.

(See F.igure 2.) The fireplace served several

It was a source of heat in the cold weather, most

likely the only heat in the house.
cooking.

The housewife also used it for

Many different types of wrought iron equipment were needed

to aid in the preparation of food.

Another use was as a source of light;

however., this was not as important as the previous uses.
There were several prominent accessories for the fireplace.
Seymore Lindsey in Iron and Brass Implements of the English and
American Home., tells of the prominence of the chimney crane
(Figure 3):

Fi ~e.plo.c.e.

Fl GURE 2 (q: lbO)

3 Pot ~oo\<

1 Pot

}-look
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One of the most conspicuous accessories of the large open
fireplaces in dining rooms and kitchens of the 17th and 18th
centuries is the chimney crane. This was a wrought iron
bracket hung against the back wall of the fireplace, and made
to swing to and fro over the hearth (12:7).
Most chimney cranes are not as ornate as the one exemplified in
Figure 3.

Generally they were of a simple., practical design.

They

were not only connected to the back of the fireplace but also attached
to the side by heavy staples.

This allowed the crane to swing out so

that it was more accessible to the cook.
built with two and three movements.

Fireplace cranes were also

This enabled the cook to raise

or lower the pot,. extend it further over the fire, and also to swing .it
back and forward.

The crane in Figure 3 is a one movement crane,.

but pot hooks in the same Figure give it another movement,. an up and
down adjustment.

In Figure 3,. #1,. the teeth hold the hook at the

desired level, in #3 the hook is held in holes punched at various intervals on the bracket., and in #4 it is raised or lowered a ring as the
need arises.

The smith added ornament to the hooks, giving each a

pleasing curve or twist.
To all appearance,. andirons were the next most prominent
hardware (Figure 4).

The andirons., al ways wrought in pairs., had

several uses •. They held the logs off the hearth, giving the fire better
air circulation.

The andirons held logs in the fireplaces and were at

times used as spit racks for roasting meat.

The rabbit or fowl was
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.impaled on the spit and slowly turned on the rack while roasting. It
is interesting to note the manner in which the smith finished the head
and legs on each of the andirons and his use of the heart motif .in #2.
Various types of accessories were used with a fireplace
(F.igure 5).

The trivet was a good example as it was used for either

heating a frying pan near a fire or cooking with it .in the fire (#2 and
#4).

Most of the trivets were three legged and strictly utilitarian;

however., they do exemplify various degrees of decoration.

The

extended third leg of the trivet .in #4 is used as a handle rest.

Most

of the early American frying pans had extremely long handles, wh.ich
allowed them to be held .in the fireplace.

Since the long handle over-

balanced the pan, the trivet was built to hold the handle.

The broiler

was another typ.ical accessory (#1). It was constructed to be rotated
while the meat was broiling.

The ornamentation of the rotary part

of the broiler is shown on the cross pieces with a series of curves.
The rotary toaster (#3) is an example of the smith's ingenuity.

The

only attempt of ornament ts the leaf-like projections at the base of the
bars which hold the toast.
Not all items forged by the smith were suitable to ornamentation (in the sense of scrolls and other extreme decorations).

The fine

lines wrought .into a piece of metal can also be considered ornamentation., for example., the fireplace shovel (F.igure 6) or the nicely modeled
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fireplace tongs (#3) which the smith flattened, beveled, or champfered
as a means of improving their appearance.

The same was true for

the hot-toddy iron (#1)., used for heating the toddy in the individual
container by immersing the hot iron in the drink.
Other practical items indirectly connected with the fireplace
were the kitchen utensils (Figure 7).

The old colonial forks and

chopping-knife exemplified ways in which ornament was worked into
the design of the utensil.
about 19" long.

Particularly interesting, is the middle fork,

Very rarely did a smith initial or date his work, but

this is one exception. Also interesting is the heart and tulip motif,
indicating its Pennsylvania origin (20:218).

The equipment for the

fireplace did not show as much ornament as the hardware for the home.,
the reason being the separate purpose of each and the fact that the
hardware was easily seen and helped to ornament the house.

The

colonial door knocker (Figure 8) is often thought to have been a popular piece of hardware, but in reality it was relatively rare (13:34).
Albert Sonn in his volumes on Early American Wrought Iron says:
The wrought iron door-knocker never became as popular
here as in European countries, though here and there some
noteworthy examples are still to be found. Their production
must have been a source of keen satisfaction to their creators,
and the fact that they have been so eagerly sought for by collectors and so prized by their present fortunate owners is warrant
enough for their intrinsic value and artistic worth (18:21).
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The colonial door-knocker in Figure 8 was used by the Dutch in New
York.

It is a practical., sturdy design and knocks against a plate

spiked into the door (18:44).
knocker latch.

The knocker was not as popular as the

This is also described by Sonn:

The knocker latch., as its name implies., is a combination
door-knocker and latch., serving both purposes equally well. It
is a clever device of simple construction., probably the invention of some unknown practical minded craftsman of the Middle
Ages. Knocker latches are found in various forms in England.,
Holland., France., Germany., Switzerland., Italy., Spain 41 and
other European countries (18:21).
The New England knocker latch shown in Figure 9 was
wrought in about 1730. Also sketched is the interior latch.

The

knocker on the outside of the door was pulled or swiveled to the side.,
lifting the latch off the catch and allowing the door to be opened.
Also unique and very rare among early American latches is
the escutcheon-lift type.

It has neither a thumb press nor a swivel.

The escutcheon handle raised vertically by means of a slide action.,
lifting the interior latch bar (18:24-25).
Latches showed the ingenuity of the smith along with his
flare for ornament.

Latches are some of the best examples of the

ornamental work of the early smiths.

The smith often neglected orna-

ment in other practical items., but he generally worked it into the
latches. He may have felt that people had to notice the door latch when
they gripped it to open the door.

The latch common to nearly all the

--------:.::--=~- --
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colonies settled by the English is the arrow-head type (Figure 10).
Some were no doubt .imported; however. many were forged .in America.

A few are still .in use today .in Deerfield., Massachusetts, where

they were originally fastened more than two centuries ago (18:26).
The length of the early Suffolk latches of the arrow-head type shown
.in Figure 10 are of particular interest. Number 1 .is 15" long and #2
.is 911 long.

Occurring very rarely .is the dating of .ironwork; however,

the 15 11 arrow-head latch, #1, has the date 1771 stamped on the handle.
The arrow-head type latch (#2) has been nailed .in place with leather
washers around the nail heads.
explained.

The reason for this can eas.ily be

Hand forged nails were frequently handled and sold .in

strings with the nails stuck through a leather thong.

When the buyer

needed nails, he cut them off one at a time. leaving the leather washers
under the nail head (16:4-5). In some instances, this leather was
dyed and served partially as ornamentation.
The early Norfolk latches (Figure 11) characterized several
styles of ornament found in Connecticut.
style of the Connecticut latches.

Figure 12, #2, is another

It reaches a length of 17 inches.

Number 3 is the only sketch of a Southern latch.
was wrought in North Carolina about 1791.
.is of the swordfish type.

This particular one

The remaining latch (#1)

The ornate latch is 24 3/ 4 11 long.

This sword-

fish latch shows the finished workmanship of the latch makers at what
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Sonn terms

II

near the close of the wrought iron period."

itself was forged in 1812.

The latch

These are generally the most ornate of

the various types of latches.
The hinge was undoubtedly one of the first pieces of hardware needed for the home.

Usually when colonists could not obtain

iron hinges., they made them out of hickory or oak.

The early Ameri-

can hinges never compared to the elaborate., florid European examples.
This is understandable., for the stern necessities of early colonial
settlement gave little opportunity for devoting time or effort to matters
of aesthetics.

Though seeming lack of decoration during that period

may have been due to the Puritanical ideas of the colonists., the principal reason was undoubtedly economic necessity (19:10).
many types of hinges.

There are

It was not until the close of the wrought iron

period., as referred to previously., that the craftsman reached the
height of the period in their hinge work as well as their latch work.
Albert Sann says:
But it .is .in their hingework of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries that these craftsmen were at their best., for
at that time the pride of the artizan [sic] lay in the excellence of
his product rather than in monetary return., and the simplest
things were considered sufficiently important to do well. The
painstaking care with which some of their .intricate patterns were
wrought is., indeed, all the more remarkable when one considers
the simple means at hand for their achievement (20:12).
Hinges at one time had several purposes; not only did they
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allow the door or window to swing., but out of necessity they were very
prominent in binding together plank doors.

When the plank doors were

replaced., the old hinge had been such a source of design and beauty
that it remained and was used in the same capacity.

However., their

sole function was to bind the door to the jamb (21 :117). Some of the
colonial strap hinges may be a carry-over from this period.

The angle

hinge (Figure 13) applied to the corner on a window., was partially used
to hold the frame together and served also as decoration.
hinges .in #2 and #3 are wrapped-joint hinges.

The strap

Near the butt of the

hinge are two places where the iron was flattened; these are known as
dog-ears.
ear hinges.

These types of hinges are sometimes referred to as dogThese dog-ears are made to give the hinge added strength.

The wrapped-joint hinge (#3) is plain., but slightly resembles what are
known as butterfly or dovetail hinges.

The name of the hinge originates

from its resemblance to a butterfly. Depending upon the slight variance of the smith, this hinge., as well as other butterfly hinges, follows
the same general contour and ornament in America.

They come in

various sizes, ranging from the size to fit a tiny jewel box to a ponderous door hinge notched and champfered (19:12).

The notching of the

hinge by the smith was a simple and rap.id way of ornamentation.

The

champfering reduced the thickness on the edge, allowing it to have the
desired strength yet with a fine line and n.ice proportions.

(::l GURE l3
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The most ornate of the colonial hinges were the cockshead
patterns (Figure 14).
to a crowing cock.

The name comes from the hinges 1 resemblance

These patterns are not only rare., but they date

back at least to the time of the Romans., and it is not unusual to observe
these hinges on doors in England that date back to the fifteenth century
(19: 10).

The hinge (Figure 15) with the pin-joint resembles that of the

cockshead., and was used on a heavy door.

The holes punched in the

hinge are placed so as to form a triangle from the joint to the extremities of the hinge.

This bracing effect gives the hinge tremendous

strength and stability as well as pleasing appearance and lends itself
we 11 to a variety of ornamental arrange.ments.
The tulip .markings (Figure 16) on the ends of the two strap
hinges definitely designates them to the.ir Pennsylvania origin.

The

kitchen fork., explained previously.. also carried the tulip marking
typical of the Pennsylvania ironwork.

In all probability., the hinges

were for the house door but could also have been used on the barn.
The hinge in #2 is 17 1/4" long. It is interesting to note that the
hinge in #1 is in part a butterfly or dovetail hinge.
The last of the hinges to be discussed., and probably the most
important yet with the least ornament., are the H and HL hinges (Figure
17).

Some show slight hits of ornamentation.

indicated by Albert Sonn:

Their importance is
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By far the most important of all hinges, from the standpoint of mere numbers, were the H and HL hinges, for they
were universally used .in all the colonies. To a great extent
these hinges were imported from England and the continent to
meet the demands of rapidly growing communities and a corresponding dearth of smiths. They were cheap, hand-wrought,
it .is true, but factory-made, and furnished .in many sizes,
varying from the large offset and plainer types used on doors
and shutters to those of more delicate patterns for closets,
cupboards., and cabinets. Of these latter styles, some were
beveled and had foliated finials, and sometimes they had line
or other ornamental chasing or champfering.
Legend would have us believe that the shapes of these H
and HL hinges were fraught with symbolic meaning-- 11 Holy11
and "Holy Lord" - -and were placed on doors with the superstitious belief that they were a protection against the w.itchcraft so prevalent in various localities at that time. The use
of figures with mystic power in hinge design was an English
custom dating from as early as the Norman Conquest, and
have [sic) been revived with sufficient power to count for the
great popularity of this design (19:12).
Shutter fasteners are another source of ornament in the
hardware for a house (Figure 18).

They were built for the purpose of

holding open the shutters which screened the .interiors of the houses
from the heat of the sun.

The earliest examples of shutter holders

were the simple flat cut or hammered S 1s (#4).

By the middle of the

18th century and later, the flat shutter guard, which was drawn out to
a scrolled rat tail, became popular (#1, 5) (8:104). All of the shutter
holders with the exception of #5 hold the shutters at the bottom.
fastener in #5 was constructed to hold the shutters at the side.

The
The

fleur-de-lis design (#3)• a French design of a lily or iris., .is 11 3/4 11
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long and was found in Middletown, Connecticut.

The last shutter

guard (#2) is a modest bit of ornamentation pounded or flat cut and
hammered into a simple curve.

The heavier ornament is on the

bottom of the shutter guards to stabilize them in an upright posttion.
When the guards are turned horizontally, they allow the shutter to
swing past.
Another sample of orna.mentation is represented by the hasps
and box hardware used on the Conestoga wagons (Figure 19).

The

Conestoga wagons came from the Lancaster region of Pennsylvania.
The hasps show the heart and tulip design typical of that reg.ion.

The

exact date when the Conestoga wagon boxes were first used is not
known, but they did travel between Lancaster and Philadelphia during
the 18th century (19:13).
The foot scrapers of the colonial era (Figure 20) appeared
shortly after the establishment of the early settlements.
scraper was an important aid to the colonial housewife.

The foot
The streets

of the villages and towns were unpaved, and in wet weather they became
very muddy and almost impassable.

The very early scrapers closely

resembled nothing more than a blade fastened between risers (#2).
When the foot scrapers began to have side supports and grew more
ornate, the common form of ornament used was the scroll, as shown
in #1s 1, 2, and 3.

Later when railings adorned the steps of the
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various establishments, the foot scraper was incorporated into the
railing (20: 12).
Railings, fences and balconies (Figures 21, 22) are
undoubtedly the greatest source of ornamental wrought ironwork.
show the intricate design and skill of the smith at his best.

They

New Orleans,.

noted for its fine wrought ironwork, is described by Geerlings:
The city which has pawned the least of .its invaluable colonial iron inheritance, and has at the same time the largest
natural outdoor museum of diversified smithing is New Orleans.
• • • The princ.ipal use of iron was in balconies,. and it is
this unfa.iling character.istic which typifies the old streets even
as they exist today. The railings usually show some simple
repeated form of ornament with an elaborate center panel. • •
. flanked by various shaped scrolls. • • (9:144-145).
The railing in Figure 21. located in Philadelphia, is representative of
some of the fences in that c.ity.

"In Charleston the English style is

very evident in the many gates, railings, and fences which survive.
At the bottom of gates are bars, often pointed or barbed to keep dogs
from passing them" (8:11).
Many other Southern cities have beautiful wrought ironwork.
An existing theory is that in many places the negro craftsman,. slave or
free, contributed his part to the forging of the many ornamental railings,.
balconies, gates, and fences .in the south.
The balcony in Figure 22 is of Spanish design.

The balcony

supports (#2) are also intricately wrought and follow the traditional
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design of the balcony.
The early Amer.ican wrought iron runs the gamut of the
blacksmith's ingenuity.

Wrought .ironwork is applicable to great

variations of ornament. It lends .itself well to minor degrees of ornament as well as to intricately wrought designs.

The use and applica-

tion of wrought iron can be seen in the home and in the beautiful
cathedrals. It is as applicable to the outside as decoration as .it is to
the inside.

Wrought iron is utilitarian and ornamental.

The versa-

tility of wrought iron is witnessed .in the abundance and application of
it as a necessity to easier and pleasanter living for the early Americans.

William Kent., in his book Architectural Wrought Iron, further

emphasizes and characterizes wrought iron:
Man in his inventions does not progress far in the direction
of the practical and useful before the spirit of beautifying takes
possession of him, and that which at first served him for
material ends alone, as it becomes more and more the object
of his thought and inspiration, assumes., under his hand, new
beauty., until .its ornamental character., added to .its useful
property., makes a more nearly perfect whole • • • (11:11).
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